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Abstract:
The problem of financial distress researches are the lack of awareness of banks about the risks of financial failure and its
impact on the continuity of its activity in the future, as the traditional methods used to predict financial failure through
financial analysis based on financial ratios in a single result gives misleading results cannot be relied upon to judge the
continuity of the activity of banks, With an increase in the number of failed banks and their inability to continue. Which
requires the discovery of modern techniques that serve as an early warning of the possibility of failure and lack of
continuity. The research aims to apply data mining technology to predict the financial failure of banks, and how it can
provide information that helps to judge the extent to which banks continue to operate. This effort suggested founded back
propagation artificial neural network to build predict system. The proposed module evaluated with banks from Free Iraq
Stock Exchange dataset the investigational outcomes displays capable method to identify failure banks with great
discovery rate and small wrong terror rate.
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This case indicates that it is expected that the
economic unit will continue to operate for a long
period of time in order to be able to pay its
obligations and benefit from its resources, i.e the
establishment is able to continue the activity without
providing a specific and specific information at
present, and that the imposition of continuity relates
to past and present activity And is not inconsistent
with activity for future periods. Thus, this assumption
is based on a logical interpretation that at any point or
time in a given time the enterprise can continue its
work [5].
2. The state of the mind or the limited duration
Is the case where the age of the economic unit is
predetermined, such as the grant of a government
concession to invest a particular facility for a period
of time For a period of time and the follow-up of the
investment of this facility after the end of the period
to the government or to the donor of the right of
freedom. This case shows that the economic unit lasts
for a known period at present and is called the case of
the concession or duration of the concession. In such
cases, continuity is explained by the useful life of the
asset or the duration of the concession, In light of
this, accounting measurement and financial
statements are prepared as the economic life of the
unit approaches. In this case, it is necessary to
exclude the imposition of continuity and the adoption
of a method that takes into account the remaining
period and the nature of the liquidation process to
determine whether the liquidation is gradual or
forced. In the case of liquidation, the accounting
measure is adopted according to the expected net
value [1].
3. The existence of indicators at the present time
allowing the presumption of
discontinuity
Is an abnormal condition that clarifies and identifies
indicators of discontinuity in terms of probability of
liquidation or actual liquidation status. It is a
predictive state that represents a constraint on the
normal state of continuity, ie, it is similar to the
forecasting process, may be correct or absent. In this
case, Report on the validity and fairness of the
financial statements [1].

1- Introduction

The assumption of continuity for accounting thought
is that the accounting unit since its inception is a
continuous and continuous unit of activity, without
regard to the natural age of the owners. That is, the
general purpose of imposing continuity (intuitive
continuity) is to separate the age of the economic unit
and the age of the owners as individuals independent
of each other and have separate objectives and plans
to pursue. And that the natural view of economic
unity is the long-term continuation of its activity
without separation from previous periods and later,
until the liquidation of the actual. Since the
imposition of continuity was considered one of the
fundamental assumptions in accounting theory
because it is one of the cornerstones of the
foundations and rules of accounting measurement,
which left its impact on professional practices in
terms of avoiding unity and some potential losses, the
imposition of continuity [3].

The economic unit is continuous for a period that is
only money at the end of an indefinite period. This
period is sufficient to achieve its objectives. This
assumption is considered as a justification for
ignoring the current liquidation values when
presenting the assets and liabilities in the statement of
financial position [2].

Cases of imposing continuity
The current reality was often saw the disappearance
of economic units, whether companies or
organizations and solutions economic units in place,
and this shows that the imposition of continuity is the
imposition of the present and not the future, ie,
economic units will operate for an indefinite period
of time until the achievement of its objectives and
economic plans and three cases can distinguish of
imposing continuity, which are as follows:

Related works
The approach presented in [7] the notice in
the forecast of shared insolvency is cumulative owing
to the insinuations related through this wonder (e.g.
financial, and communal) for depositors, creditors,

1. Normal (natural) condition:
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contestants, administration, though this is a
traditional problematic in the monetary works. Dual
types of replicas are usually accepted for insolvency
forecast: (i) secretarial relations founded replicas and
(ii) shop founded replicas. In the previous, traditional
arithmetical methods for example discriminant
examination or logistic reversion replicas must been
castoff, though in the last the Moody’s KMV model
was accepted. The paper founded on the examination
of the development of numerous monetary pointers
throughout a three year dated. A structure was
industrialized, surrounding a whole of 15 replicas.
These change in the data mining procedure (for
example artificial neural networks or decision trees),
the statistics castoff and the contribution qualities
accepted. The trials were lead consuming the original
Commercial Intellect Progress Pottery of the SQL
Server. Respectable consequences were attained, with
presentations amid 86% and 99% for each 15 models.
In [8] the usage of methods data mining delivers for
organizations in wholly spaces the capability to
discover and emphasis on the greatest significant
material in the files, similarly converging methods
data mining in addition to to shape a upcoming
predictions and examination performance and
tendencies, which lets to income the correct choices
and occupied in a opportune way. In [9] the
disappointment of business is measured to be the
most significant topics deliberate by numerous
writers and assistants as for the inactive effects that
might consequence from them on the general cheap
in addition to on the complete humanity.
Consequently, numerous investigators happening to
discovery a technique which they can forecast
catastrophe previously it receipts place. As a
consequence, huge educations secondhand the
economic charges as tackles for convinced numerical
replicas created on together solitary and numerous
division examination methods for the option of
disappointment forecast. In addition to appropriate
models. The extant investigation purposes at
discovery a dependable method for disappointment
forecast done relating the Altman Model in a amount
of Iraqi paying businesses. The position of the
investigation has originated from the meaning of
disaster topic amongst numerous gatherings
connected to the business. The investigation tricky
dishonesties in that the Iraqi causal businesses,
depositors and further festivities are not alert of
threats that principal the businesses to letdown in the
upcoming. The classical was practical on example

contained of 17 Iraqi causal business afterward
procurement the essential info around them.
Numerous results were reached; the greatest
significant of which is Altman Model’s accurateness
in forecasting the letdown of Iraqi businesses. The
education decided that Altman Model for letdown
forecast would be accepted by way of a method of
economic examination dependable to the assessment
of businesses presentation. In [6]
Offerings another method for financial
suffering forecast schemes. The technique is founded
on a kind of neural network, which is named mixture
associative recollection with conversion. Though
numerous dissimilar neural network buildings have
positively rummage-sale to forecast recognition
danger and business disappointment, the control of
associative reminiscences for monetary choice
creation has not been traveled in any complexity as
however. In [4] the presentation of the mixture
associative recall with conversion is likened to four
outdated neural networks, a support vector machine
used for prediction competences. The new
consequences ended actuality data sets demonstration
that the associative recall planned establishes an
suitable answer for insolvency and recognition
danger forecast, execution meaningfully healthier
than the respite of replicas below period inequity and
statistics meeting circumstances in footings of the
factual optimistic degree and the symmetrical nasty
of correct optimistic and factual undesirable rates.

The Proposal System
The main objective of this paper is design an
efficient data mining system that can detect financial
failure in Banks to identify the risk associated with
loans and borrowers, while reducing false positive
alerts with affordable computational cost. The
proposed data mining system able to detect
Continuity banks from Banks that will be spared. The
detection process in multi-level system made through
two consequence detection module where cluster
module used to detect normal continuity banks from
abnormal and classifier module used to detect the
type of failure. Multi-level data mining system: the
proposed system consist of four steps which is First
step: data standardization, Second step: feature
selection, Third step: training phase, and Fourth step:
testing phase, as shown in figure (1).
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Data Standardization
1.

2.

3.

(
)
nfo m ion l
(

Data collection (obtaining a database of
banks from the Iraqi Stock Exchange as a
dataset used).
Preprocessing is carried out through the
extraction of several early warning control
standards used to measure the soundness of
finance presentation. These ideals are
occupied as needles to measure the
presentation of sets and before to classify
them and detect economic imbalances
popular their presentation before they are
not unprotected to rainy monetary
difficulties that lead to their failure. , And
the most important of these criteria is the
system of assessment of banks according to
the indicators resulting from the field
examination process called CAMELS, and
was assumed in the selection of ratios on
several criteria, including: (A) to be
meaningful. (B) Facilitate its interpretation.
(C) Access to its components is easy.
Alter the price of emblematic piece
(CAMELS criteria) to consecutive numeral
price. Then BP and FCM process take
arithmetical cost.

 The first level: Train with FCM algorithm to
build cluster module to detect the failure
bank from continuity banks.
 The second level: train with BP algorithm to
build classifier module to detect the type of
bank in financial cluster.
First level of training phase in the proposed system as
details
1. Initialize the cluster centre randomly.
2. Compute the membership matrix for each
sample using
3. Update the cluster centre using
𝑐lu e

i=

4.
5.
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Banks from the Iraqi Stock Exchange as a dataset
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Data standardization and preprocessing and feature
selection
Training datasets
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Training with FCM algorithm
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3.
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mple

Compute the entropy for each feature in the
dataset using equation
v

i

Recurrence till ending measures.
Allocate group category aimed at each bank
through maximum association price.
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number of sample
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of sample i regard to clsuterj
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Compute information of the class (Failure
banks or continue banks ) using the equation
depended on results of CAMELS criteria :

infom ion l
m

)

Training phase

Piece selection
1.

(
)

Continuing
Banks
cluster

Compute the information gain for each
feature using equation
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Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed system
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11. Inform the masses ij and jk among
coatings rendering to equalities.
eigh jk (ne )
le ning e
e o ou pu k hiddenj
+ momen um
eigh jk (old)
eigh ij (ne )
le ning e
e o oup uk inpu i
+ momen um
eigh ij (old)

Second level of proposed system
1. Isolate the failure bank in cluster failure to
explicit failure clusters according to the type
of failure according to CAMELS criteria.
2. Prepare the weightiness vectors since effort
elements to concealed elements and from
concealed elements to production elements
arbitrarily.
3. Calculate wanted production for each failure
cluster from labelled failure banks.
4. Every piece in failure cluster bank embodies
contribution element X before transmissions
i

to every neuron in concealed coating.
5. Calculate the production of every element in
the concealed coatings j by
Hidden
j=
+

12. Calculate the mean square error value
using equation
1
e o
ge pk
number of sample

ou pu

=

6.

Now the production of concealed coating is
managed by
1
()
−
1+

7.

9.

k

2
pk

Results and Experiments
Banks from Free Iraq Stock Exchange
dataset were evaluated by the proposed algorithm.
The projected procedure educated with 23 banks
carefully chosen since dataset contains period from
2015 to 2017 as a samples besides the other private
financial statements of free Iraq stock exchange to
agree standard banks since failure banks and too
notice the category of banks. Three estimation
standards castoff to measure the projected element.
To checker the competence of the projected module
two trials Lead, in the first trials the procedure
examination through (26) banks contain financial
statements. The effects acquire display the great
discovery rate of the model equal to (0.92) and little
wrong terror rate (0.04). The additional trials
behavior with (30) registers separately also include
failure banks. The outcomes of the trials raining in
identical variety and exposed in table (2), and table
(1) describe the evaluation measures used in the
proposed system. The topology of network shown in
table (3).

Calculate the production of all component
hip the production coating Yk by equality
=
+
=

8.

m

Now the production treated by equality
1
( )
−
1+
Calculate the error value between output
units and hidden units using equation
(1
)(
)

10. Calculate the error value between hidden
units and input units using equation below:

1
=
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Table (1): The evaluation measures in the proposed
system

Table (2): Trial result of the proposed algorithm

Name of measure

value

Number

Number

of trial
Specify the correct prediction of

samples

(TN)

continue banks.

(banks

Correct positive

Specify the correct predication of

from

(TP)

failure banks.

2015-

incorrect positive

Specify the wrong predication of

2017)

(FP)

continue behavior as failure.

Specify mistake predication of

(FN)

failure behavior as continue banks.

Accuracy

FAR

of

Correct Negative

incorrect negative

DR

Trial 1

26

0.92

0.97

0.03

Trial 2

30

0.90

0.98

0.04

Table (3): Constraints of Back Propagation Algorithm
Accurateness (ACC)

𝐓𝐏+𝐓𝐍

𝐓𝐏+𝐓𝐍+𝐅𝐏+𝐅𝐍

Discovery rate (DR)
Incorrect alarm rate
(FAR):

DR =
𝐅𝐀𝐑

𝐓𝐏
𝐓𝐏+𝐅𝐍

𝐅𝐏
𝐓𝐍 + 𝐅𝐏

Constraints name

Value parameters

No. of layer

3

basis

1

Learing rate

0.5

Number of component in

30

contribution layer
Number of component in

25

concealed layer
Number of component in

5

production layer
Malicious square error

0.0001

Maximum amount of

25

repetition
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نوورج التنثؤ تالضائقح الواليح تاستخذام طشيقح تنقية الثياناخ الوقتشحح
سغذ دمحم هادي

1

3

2

نجالء عثذ حوزج

شزى حثية جعفش

1

كليح االداسج واالقتصاد -الجاهعح الوستنصشيح
2
قسن علوم الحاسوب -الجاهعح التكنولوجيح
3
كليح التوشيض -جاهعح تغذاد

المتخلص:
مشكلة البحث فً موضوع الضائمة المالٌة هً للة الوعً حول بنون األسواق المالٌة التً تعطً نتائج مضللة ال ٌمكن االعتماد علٌها فً
مبكرا الحتمال فشل البنون وعدم االستمرارٌتهاٌ .هدف
إنذارا
استمرارٌة أنشطة البنون .األمر الذي ٌتطلب اكتشاف التمنٌات الحدٌثة التً تعطٌنا
ً
ً
البحث إلى تطبٌك تكنولوجٌا استخراج البٌانات للتنبؤ بالفشل المالً للبنون .فً هذا البحث استخدمت خوارزمٌة الشبكات العصبٌة االصطناعٌة
( ) BPلبناء نظام كشف فشل او استمرارٌة البنون  .النظام الممترح اختبر باستخدام بٌانات المصارف الموجودة فً سوق العراق الحر لالوراق
المالٌة واظهرت النتائج ان النظام الممترح ٌشكل طرٌمة واعدة تتمٌز بدلة عالٌة مع نسبة انذار كاذبة منخفضة.
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